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Pausal Diphthongisation in Gozitan 
Dialects Compared to Zaḥlé, Lebanon

AbstrAct Pausal forms, despite not treated as such so far, are a paradigmatic 
part of the grammar in the dialects of the island Gozo, Malta. Pausal diphthongi-
sation in both closed and open final syllables represent the most striking pausal 
phenomenon occurring in Gozitan dialects and is described in this paper with 
consideration of the impact of the etymological vowel length and consonantal em-
phasis on the pausal realisation of the diphthongs in final syllables. Further, the 
Gozitan pausal diphthongisation is compared with a  similar occurrence in the 
Arabic dialect of Zaḥlé, Lebanon, as captured by Henri Fleisch.

Keywords field research, Gozitan dialects, Gozo, Lebanese Arabic, Malta,  Maltese, 
Maltese dialectology, prosodic phonology, prosody, pausal form

1 Introduction

Pausal forms are a well-known prosodic phenomenon in Semitic linguistics that had 
been noted early on in Biblical Hebrew (i.a. Gesenius 1909) and in Classical Arabic 
(Sībawayhi 8th century AD; Beyer 2009; Birkeland 1940) but was mainly attributed 
to recitation of written language and poetry. As an object of modern dialectologi-
cal study, pausal forms were detected in Arabic dialects relatively recently and im-
posed new methodological challenges on dialectological research itself. The term 
‘pausal form’ circumscribes phonological changes that occur in the final syllable of 
an  utterance and is therefore intersecting both phonological and syntactic levels of 
grammar. This is not only unusual but also even theoretically unexpected due to pho-
nology and syntax being separate levels in the grammatical hierarchy. Pausal forms 
had therefore often been overheard by many dialectologists in the past, as can be 
observed in research outcomes of several expeditions undertaken in the 20th century 
in Gozo, Malta (see i.a. Stumme 1904; Aquilina and Isserlin 1981; Agius 1992).
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Moreover, pausal forms do entangle the pause or absence of sound as a meaning-
ful party in the construction of phonological rules, whereas usually such parties are 
constituted by sounds or phonemes stated by phonetic features and an opposition 
within minimal pairs of lexemes. In the case of a pause, all phonological features are 
absent due to the obvious nature of silence itself, and minimal pairs differ significantly 
due to context or the final position of a syllable or word in a phrase.

In the current paper, I  will present the findings on pausal diphthongisation in 
Gozitan dialects that were gathered during joint dialectological field research with 
Maciej Klimiuk on the island of Gozo (Malta) in the years 2013–2017. Further, I will 
discuss a possible synchronic explanation of the occurrence of pausal forms in these 
dialects and compare the data to parallel forms found by Henry Fleisch in the Arabic 
dialect of Zaḥlé, Lebanon (Fleisch 1974b).

2 Pausal diphthongisation

The most significant type of pausal forms found in Gozitan dialects is the diphthongi-
sation of etymologically and diachronically long vowels both in closed and open syl-
lables. Synchronically, Gozitan dialects do not show an opposition of vowel length 
(Klimiuk 2022), but the distinction of etymological length is preserved in pausal po-
sitions. The occurrence of diphthongisation is not a random or facultative phenom-
enon but systematic and paradigmatic in its character. Its marginal treatment by 
previous researchers conducting dialectological research in Gozo is an outcome of 
methodological inconsistencies in the fieldwork, which was conducted through the 
mediation of standard Maltese (SM) and therefore induced the mixing of Gozitan and 
Maltese dialects in the data (Klimiuk and Lipnicka 2019).

2.1 Closed syllables with *ī and *ū

The pausal diphthongisation of etymologically long vowels * ī and *ū is split into two 
subtypes according to the etymological consonantal environment of the lexeme: 
*ī > oy or ey and *ū > ow or əw. Gozitan dialects, like in SM and Maltese dialects, exhib-
it a loss of emphatic consonants *ṭ, *ḍ, *ẓ (*ḏ̣), *ṣ and *ṛ that have merged with their 
nonemphatic counterparts. The emphatic feature is still reflected in the vowel system 
through the split of the realisation of the etymologically long vowel *ā as e or i (imāla) 
in etymologically nonemphatic and as o or u (išmām, also known as  tafxīm) in etymo-
logically emphatic consonantal environments. This rule is not as consistent as in oth-
er Arabic dialects (Arnold and Behnstedt 1993: 24–26), especially in that the Gozitan 
vowel system does not reflect the etymologically secondary emphasis of  mustaʕlya 
consonants *q, *ġ, *x (Hassan 2013: 2). A  separate morphophonological class with 
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regards to the application of išmām represent conjugated verbal forms, where the 
emphasis is either suspended or redistributed like in ǝteyr# ‘he flies’ (tyr < OA ṭyr), 
ǝseyp (syb < OA ṣwb), but ədowr (< OA dwr). In the few other exceptional cases, the 
original emphatic status of the root consonants (especially *ṛ) is from today’s per-
spective not certain, like *bṛṛ (?) in barranoyn# ‘strangers’ or * ʔṃṃ (?) in ummoy# 
‘my mother.’ Yet, the exceptions do not undermine the overall tendency to preserve 
the primary emphasis.

The examples given in Table 1 show the opposition of pausal and contextual forms of 
closed syllables of type CuC < *CūC. The emphatic environments in the first column are 
either conditioned by the etymological and diachronic emphasis of the morphologi-
cal roots as *rbṭ in maɹbowt# ‘tied’ (< OA marbūṭ), *ṣfr in asfowr# ‘bird’ (< OA ʕaṣfūr) 
or emphasised loanwords like əs-staǧown# ‘season.’ The pausal diphthong ow has an 
allo phonic realisation [aw] as for example ʔattaws# ‘cat’ (< North African  Arabic *qṭs 
or Lat. cattus). In etymologically nonemphatic consonantal surroundings, the pausal 
realisation of CuC < *CūC is consistently diphthongised as CəwC# as for the roots *qlb 
in ʔlǝwp# ‘hearts’ (< OA qulūb), *ḥnt in ḥanǝwt# ‘shop’ (< OA ḥānūt). The verbal conju-
gal suffix -u for the plural preserves its etymological length and is  diphthongised when 
closed by the suffigated negation particle -š, as shown by the example ma nəkləwš# 
‘we are not eating.’ In the case of verbal conjugation, as already mentioned, the em-
phasis of the morphological root is preserved only in few cases and redistributed. The 
consistent and paradigmatic pausal diphthongisation of the conjugal suffixes in verbs 
still highlights the central role pausal forms are playing for the grammar of Gozitan 
dialects, as every conjugal paradigm for each verb is split into two patterns—pausal 
and contextual—respectively.

The examples given in Table 2 show the opposition of pausal and contextual forms 
of closed syllables of type CiC < *CīC. The emphatic environments in the first column 
are either conditioned by the etymological and diachronic emphasis of the morpho-
logical roots as *ṣlb in saloyp# ‘cross’ (< OA ṣalīb), *qṣr in ʔasoyr# ‘short’ (< OA qaṣīr) or 
emphasised loanwords like əl-bamboyn# ‘the baby.’ The diphthongisation of *ī  to oy 

Table 1. Pausal diphthongisation of etymologically long *ū in closed syllables.

*CūC > CuC : CowC# [CawC#]
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

*CūC > CuC : CəwC#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

maɹbowt# ‘tied’ : maɹbut bǝl-ḥbule a# 
‘tied with the ropes’

asfowr# ‘bird’ : asfur w yeḥǝd kelle a# 
‘she had one bird’

staǧown# ‘season’ : andəm staǧun ʔasoyr#
‘they have a short season’ (Ital. stagione)

ʔlǝwp# ‘hearts’ : fil-ʔlup tan-n yes 
‘in the hearts of people’

ḥanǝwt# ‘shop’ : ǝl-ḥanǝt zġoyɹ# 
‘the shop is small’

ma nəkləwš# ‘we are not eating’ : ma nəkluš ḥələw# 
‘we are not eating sweets’
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in etymologically emphatic environments was coined ‘occasional’ by Borg (Borg 
1977: 217), but the data gathered in Gozo in the current project proves otherwise. For 
example, in the case of adjectives, the split in pausal realisation goes along the em-
phatic roots *ṭwl in twoyl# ‘long’ (< OA ṭawīl), *ṣġr in zġoyɹ# ‘small’ (< OA ṣaġīr), *nḏ̣f 
in nadoyf# ‘clean’ (< OA naḏ̣īf) as opposed to nonemphatic roots *xff in ḥafeyf# ‘light’ 
(< OA xafīf), *ḥzn in ḥazeyn# ‘bad’ (< OA ḥazīn), *ṯql in tʔeyl# ‘heavy’ (< OA ṯaqīl). As 
these examples show, the emphatic realisation of the diphthongs as oy is conditioned 
by emphatic consonants only, not by ‘backed environment’ (Borg 1977: 213) and also is 
morphophonologically word class specific.

In etymologically nonemphatic consonantal surroundings, the pausal realisation 
of CiC < *CīC is consistently diphthongised as CeyC# as for the roots *ġwd in l-awčeyn# 
‘Gozitans,’ *nbḏ in ǝmbeyt# ‘wine’ (< OA nabīḏ) and *snw in sneyn# ‘years’ (< OA sinīn). 
Noteworthy are also the examples ǝl-ḥanǝt zġoyɹ# ‘the shop is small’ and lǝ-mbǝt 
tayyup# ‘good wine’ where the contextual realisation of both *ī and *ū is centralised 
to ǝ. This type of vowel shortening in nonprominent accentual position in a phrase 
will be discussed further in 2.3.

2.2 Open syllables with -i and -u

In the case of pausal forms in open syllables with vowels u and i, the opposition of 
etymological length is suspended, which is common for Arabic dialects, and all open 
syllables of this type underlie analogical diphthongisation parallel to the closed sylla-
bles described in 2.1 (Tables 1–2).

The examples given in Table 3 show the opposition of pausal and contextual 
forms of open syllables of type -Cu. The emphatic realisation can be either attribut-
ed to the emphatic status of *ṛ (?), *ṃ (?) or can be interpreted as a reflection of alif 
at-tafxīm (Hassan 2013), as this type of emphatic diphthongisation occurs in several 
monosyllabic lexemes containing an etymological *ʔ as in *ṛʔs in rusow# ‘his head’ 
(< OA raʔsuhu), * ʔṃṃ in ommow# ‘his mother’ (< OA ʔummuhu) and *ʔx in uḥtoy# ‘my 

Table 3. Pausal diphthongisation of open syllables of type -Cu.

-Cu : -Cow# [Caw#]
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

-Cu : -Cǝw#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

rusow# ‘his head’ : rosu gbira ‘his head is big’
ommow# ‘his mother’ : ommu gbira

‘his mother is grown up’
bonǧow# ‘hello’ : bonǧu ḥoy# 

‘hello brother’ (Ital. bongiorno)

idǝw# ‘his hand’ : idu zayra ‘his hand is small’
ʕandǝw# ‘he has’ : ʕandǝ l-flǝws# 

‘he has money’
laḥmǝw# ‘his flesh’ : laḥmu tayyop# 

‘his flesh is good’

Table 4. Pausal diphthongisation of open syllables of type -Ci.

-Ci : -Coy#
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

-Ci : -Cey#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

mutoy# ‘given’ : don muti məl-lə-sptor 
‘this is given by the hospital’

dahroy# ‘my back’ : dahri yuǧaney# 
‘my back hurts’

əl-funcyonoy# ‘functions’ : əl-funcyonə tas-səpt 
‘functions of Easter Saturday’ (Ital. funzione)

ruḥey# ‘my soul’ : ruḥi sofya 
‘my soul is pure’

ǧǝsmey# ‘my body’ : ǧǝsmi nadoyf# 
‘my body is clean’

aɹt twulidey# ‘homeland’ : aɹt twulidi ġawdəš 
‘my homeland is Gozo’

Table 2. Pausal diphthongisation of etymologically long *ī in closed syllables.

*CīC > CiC : CoyC#
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

*CīC > CiC : CeyC#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

saloyp# ‘cross’ : ǝs-salip ǝz-zġoyr# 
‘the small cross’

ʔasoyr# ‘short’ : ǝl-ḥabǝl ǝl-ʔasir ḥafna 

‘the very short rope’
əl-bamboyn# ‘baby Jesus’ : əl-bambin ḥələw# 

‘the baby is sweet’ (Ital. bambino)

l-awčeyn# ‘the Gozitans’ : l-awčin kǝlle a# 
‘all the Gozitans’

ǝmbeyt# ‘wine’ : lǝ-mbǝt tayyup# 
‘good wine’

sneyn# ‘years’ : duk ǝ-snen kǝlle a# 
‘all these years’
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sister’ (< OA ʔuxtī) and ḥowk# ‘your brother’ (< OA ʔaxūka). Analogically to closed 
syllables, Romanic loanwords exhibit pausal diphthongisation to ow in open syllables 
as in bonǧow# ‘hello.’ In etymologically nonemphatic consonantal surroundings, the 
pausal realisation of -Cu is consistently diphthongised to ǝw as for the roots * yd in 
idǝw# ‘his hand’ (< OA yaduhu), *ʕnd in ʕandǝw# ‘he has’ (< OA ʕindahu) and * lḥm in 
laḥmǝw# ‘his meat’ (< OA laḥmuhu). 

The examples given in Table 4 show the opposition of pausal and contextual forms 
of open syllables of type -Ci. The emphatic environments in the first column are ei-
ther conditioned by the etymological and diachronic emphasis of the morphological 
roots as *ʕṭw in mutoy# ‘given’ (< OA muʕṭī), *ḏ̣hr in dahroy# ‘my back’ (< OA ḏ̣ahrī) or 
emphasised Romanic loanwords like əl-funcyonoy# ‘functions.’ In etymologically non-
emphatic consonantal surroundings, the pausal realisation of -Ci is diphthongised to 
ey as shown for the roots *rwḥ in ruḥey# ‘my soul’ (< OA rūḥī), *ǧsm in ǧǝsmey# ‘my 
body’ (< OA ǧismī) and *wld in twulidey# ‘birth’ (< OA *tawlīd).

2.3 Closed syllables with *ā and open syllables with -a

Closed syllables with an etymologically and diachronically long *ā also exhibit pausal 
changes that can be understood as a form of diphthongisation.

in etymologically emphatic environments was coined ‘occasional’ by Borg (Borg 
1977: 217), but the data gathered in Gozo in the current project proves otherwise. For 
example, in the case of adjectives, the split in pausal realisation goes along the em-
phatic roots *ṭwl in twoyl# ‘long’ (< OA ṭawīl), *ṣġr in zġoyɹ# ‘small’ (< OA ṣaġīr), *nḏ̣f 
in nadoyf# ‘clean’ (< OA naḏ̣īf) as opposed to nonemphatic roots *xff in ḥafeyf# ‘light’ 
(< OA xafīf), *ḥzn in ḥazeyn# ‘bad’ (< OA ḥazīn), *ṯql in tʔeyl# ‘heavy’ (< OA ṯaqīl). As 
these examples show, the emphatic realisation of the diphthongs as oy is conditioned 
by emphatic consonants only, not by ‘backed environment’ (Borg 1977: 213) and also is 
morphophonologically word class specific.

In etymologically nonemphatic consonantal surroundings, the pausal realisation 
of CiC < *CīC is consistently diphthongised as CeyC# as for the roots *ġwd in l-awčeyn# 
‘Gozitans,’ *nbḏ in ǝmbeyt# ‘wine’ (< OA nabīḏ) and *snw in sneyn# ‘years’ (< OA sinīn). 
Noteworthy are also the examples ǝl-ḥanǝt zġoyɹ# ‘the shop is small’ and lǝ-mbǝt 
tayyup# ‘good wine’ where the contextual realisation of both *ī and *ū is centralised 
to ǝ. This type of vowel shortening in nonprominent accentual position in a phrase 
will be discussed further in 2.3.

2.2 Open syllables with -i and -u

In the case of pausal forms in open syllables with vowels u and i, the opposition of 
etymological length is suspended, which is common for Arabic dialects, and all open 
syllables of this type underlie analogical diphthongisation parallel to the closed sylla-
bles described in 2.1 (Tables 1–2).

The examples given in Table 3 show the opposition of pausal and contextual 
forms of open syllables of type -Cu. The emphatic realisation can be either attribut-
ed to the emphatic status of *ṛ (?), *ṃ (?) or can be interpreted as a reflection of alif 
at-tafxīm (Hassan 2013), as this type of emphatic diphthongisation occurs in several 
monosyllabic lexemes containing an etymological *ʔ as in *ṛʔs in rusow# ‘his head’ 
(< OA raʔsuhu), * ʔṃṃ in ommow# ‘his mother’ (< OA ʔummuhu) and *ʔx in uḥtoy# ‘my 

Table 3. Pausal diphthongisation of open syllables of type -Cu.

-Cu : -Cow# [Caw#]
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

-Cu : -Cǝw#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

rusow# ‘his head’ : rosu gbira ‘his head is big’
ommow# ‘his mother’ : ommu gbira

‘his mother is grown up’
bonǧow# ‘hello’ : bonǧu ḥoy# 

‘hello brother’ (Ital. bongiorno)

idǝw# ‘his hand’ : idu zayra ‘his hand is small’
ʕandǝw# ‘he has’ : ʕandǝ l-flǝws# 

‘he has money’
laḥmǝw# ‘his flesh’ : laḥmu tayyop# 

‘his flesh is good’

Table 4. Pausal diphthongisation of open syllables of type -Ci.

-Ci : -Coy#
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

-Ci : -Cey#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

mutoy# ‘given’ : don muti məl-lə-sptor 
‘this is given by the hospital’

dahroy# ‘my back’ : dahri yuǧaney# 
‘my back hurts’

əl-funcyonoy# ‘functions’ : əl-funcyonə tas-səpt 
‘functions of Easter Saturday’ (Ital. funzione)

ruḥey# ‘my soul’ : ruḥi sofya 
‘my soul is pure’

ǧǝsmey# ‘my body’ : ǧǝsmi nadoyf# 
‘my body is clean’

aɹt twulidey# ‘homeland’ : aɹt twulidi ġawdəš 
‘my homeland is Gozo’
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The examples given in Table 5 show the opposition of pausal and contextual forms 
of closed syllables of type CoC / CeC < *CāC. The emphatic environments in the first 
column are either conditioned by the etymological and diachronic emphasis of the 
morphological roots as *rmḍ in ər-randoan# ‘the Lent’ (< OA ramaḍān), *ṭfl in ə-tfo al # 
‘children’ (< OA ʔaṭfāl ) or emphasised loanwords like ǧuzze a p h# ‘Joseph.’ In etymo-
logically nonemphatic consonantal surroundings, CaC < *CāC is occasionally realised 
as a triphthong [C ye aC#] in prosodically prominent final positions. The type of pausal 
‘triphthongisation’ is to be understood as an allophone to the rising diphthong ye 
(that occurs both in pausal and prominent contextual positions) and is attribut-
ed to prosodic ratios that need to be further investigated. The etymological roots 
for examples in the second column of Table 5 are *nys in n ye as# ‘people’ (< OA an-
nās), *zmn in ə-zm ye a n # ‘the time’ (< OA az-zamān) and *mwt in m ye at# ‘he died’ 
(< OA māta) respectively. The extraordinary case of the triphthong ye a corresponds 
with the pharyngeal / laryngeal realisation of the final imāla in open syllables of  
type -Cea#.

In open syllables of type *-Ca, the etymological length and the emphatic condi-
tioning appear to be suspended, final imāla occurs occasionally even in Romanic 
loanwords. The laryngalised or pharyngalised final gliding of the final vowel e to _a 

Table 5. Pausal diphthongisation of etymologically long *ā in closed syllables.

CoC : -CoaC#
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

CeC ~ CyeC : CyeC# ~ [CyeaC#]
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

ər-rando an# ‘the Lent’ : ər-randon əl-gbeyr# 
‘the Great Lent’

erbaʕ tətfo al# ‘four children’ : ə-tfol ə-twayba 
‘the good children’

but
ǝsmu ǧuzze ap h# ‘his name is Joseph’ : ǧuzzep kbeyr#

‘Joseph is grown up’

n ye as# ‘people’ : ən-n yes ǧew ~ ən-nes ǧew 
‘people came’

ə-zm ye an# ‘the time’ : fə-zmen-iləw# 
‘in the old times’

meta m ye at# ‘when he died’ : met w yeḥəd 
‘one has died’

Table 6. Final imāla of open syllables of type -Ca.

-Ca : -Cea#
(in etymologically emphatic  
environments, loanwords)

-Ce : -Cea#
(in etymologically nonemphatic  
environments)

molta(#) ‘Malta’ ; twayba# ‘good (f.)’
čukkuluta(#) ‘chocolate’ (Ital. cioccolato)
but
basle a# ‘one onion’
təfle a# ‘girl’ : ət-təflə ʔeda l-awstralya ‘the girl lives in Australia’

ǧilde a# ‘leather’
gziɹe a# ‘island’
zawǧe a# ‘her husband’
ǝlme a# ‘water’
kǝlle a# ‘she had,’ ‘all of her/them’
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(corresponding with ʕ, see further 2.4) in syllables of type *-Ca still can be  attributed 
to a form of diphthongisation. As Table 6 shows, this pausal form is not conditioned 
as it occurs in lexemes with etymologically emphatic consonants as roots *bṣl in 
basle a# ‘the onion’ (< OA baṣla), * ṭfl in təfle a# ‘daughter’ (< OA ṭifla), but still does 
not in  molta# ‘Malta’ (< *mlṭ). Final imāla seems therefore to have transgressed the 
conditioning still reflected in the syllables of type -Cu and -Ci, and can be seen as an 
indication that the emphatic quality in the vowel system might be at gradual loss.

2.4 Avoidance of homonymy and tendency to gliding vowels

The split in the realisation of the etymologically long phoneme *ā, mentioned in 2.1, 
overlaps with the phonemic boundaries of etymologically long vowels *ī and *ū. 
 Pausal diphthongisation in Gozitan dialects can be therefore attributed to the avoid-
ance of homonymy. The hypothesis of contextual homonymy and corresponding 
pausal opposition can be shown by following minimal pairs:

i > ey : ye [y e a]
pausal form: sneyn# ‘years’ (< *ī in OA sinīn) : sn yen [snye an#] ‘teeth’ (<*ā in OA ʔasnān)
context form (no opposition; variation due to prominence in a phrase):  
snən ~ snen ~ snin

u > ow : o a

pausal form: əddowr# ‘she goes around’ (*dwr; < *ū in OA tadūru) : əddo ar# ‘the house’ 
(*dyr; <*ā in OA ad-dār)
context form (no opposition; variation due to prominence in a phrase):  
əddər ~ əddor ~ əddur

Pausal diphthongisation of the etymological phoneme *ā is realised as gliding vowels  ye 
(imāla) or o a (išmām) understood as rising diphthongs and are therefore opposed to 
the closing and falling diphthongisation of *ī and *ū.

The occurrence of pausal diphthongisation in Gozitan dialects can be also at-
tributed to the tendency to glide etymologically long vowels towards semivowels 
w or y that both represent the articulatory edge of the vowel—namely labial edge 
of * ū (w in ow / aw / əw) and palatal edge of * ī (y in oy / ay / ey). The second element _a 
in the diphthongs e a and o a could represent the pharyngeal edge of articulation of 
both realisations of *ā and could correspond phonetically with what other authors 
call ‘creaky voice’ (Camilleri and Vanhove 1994: 91) which is described as a form of 
laryngealisation. The data gathered in Gozo in the current project suggest, however, 
that in this case it is a form of pharyngealisation that corresponds with the phoneme 
ʕ rather than a ‘creaky voice,’ especially in that the phoneme ʕ is preserved in many 
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phonologically predictable positions in all Gozitan dialects (and even ġ as in Għarb, 
Żebbuġ, San Lawrenz, Għasri; cf. Klimiuk and Farrugia 2022). The phoneme ʕ is not 
traditionally perceived as a potential glide, but could be further discussed as such, 
especially by linguists accustomed with the specifics of Arabic phonology.

Prosodic phonology and recognising the prosodic impact on the realisation 
of vowels play an important role in further investigations on the role and mean-
ing of pausal forms in dialects. As the examples ət-təflə ʔeda l-awstralya, ʕandǝ 
l-flǝws#, lǝ-mbǝt tayyup# show, all three vowels a, u, i regardless of etymological 
length can be realised as a centralised short ǝ when occurring in least prominent 
syllables of a  phrase. This would be plausible within the prosodic hierarchy, as 
proposed by prosodic phonology (Nespor and Vogel 1986), in which phenome-
na occurring on the suprasegmental level (pausal diphthongisation) is assumed 
to be linked to analogical processes on segmental levels (micro-pausal centrali-
sation to ǝ). Another example for these cross-segmental dynamics in Gozitan 
would be the pausal devoicing of consonants (saloyp#) as linked to the assimila-
tions occurring within phrases across lexemes or on syllabic level within single  
words.

3 Gozitan pausal forms compared to Zaḥlé, Lebanon

Pausal forms have been found and described in several Arabic dialects over the 
course of the last 150 years—i.a. in Lebanon (Kfar Sghab, Chim, Zgharta,  Khirbet 
 Salem [Fleisch 1974a]; Bishmizzin [Jiha 1964]); in Palestine (Druze dialects of North- 
western Galilee—Blanc 1953; Bedouin dialects in Negev [Blanc 1970]); in  Syria ( Latakia 
[Klimiuk 2012]); in Turkey (Alawi and Christian Arabic dialects of Hatay [ Arnold 
1998, 2010]); in Egypt (AbuFarag 1960; Blanc 1973–1974; Gairdner 1926; Khalafallah 
1969; Lane 1842; Winkler 1936; Woidich 1974) and the Arabic Peninsula (Behnstedt 
1987; Jastrow 1984). It is significant, though, that Gozitan dialects are the only one 
exhibiting pausal phenomena amongst the Western North-African dialect group, as 
documented so far.

With regards to pausal forms, striking typological similarities link Gozitan dia-
lects with Lebanese dialects, which leads to a discussion about a potential historical 
connection of Gozo to the Middle East. As no clear historical evidence is available that 
would clearly state a relation between the two regions other than the  Phoenician /  Punic 
link, the synchronic explanation based on the hypothesis of avoidance of homonymy 
mentioned in 2.4 is more plausible until further evidence or data appear. The pausal 
forms of the village Zaḥlé (Lebanon) and its surroundings, as described by Fleisch 
(Fleisch 1974b), are typologically closest to the pausal phenomena found in Gozitan 
dialects, as only in these dialects does diphthongisation occur both in closed and open 
syllables.
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3.1 Closed syllables

Henry Fleisch, as one of the first, has recognised and described pausal forms as a par-
adigmatic part of the grammar of the Zaḥlé dialect group (ZD). Both Gozitan dia-
lect group (GD) and ZD exhibit important similarities in the phonological systems as 
 imāla / išmām and the occurrence of prosodic element in pausal forms already no-
ticed by Fleisch in the seventies as following:

Ce point fut plus difficile à  déterminer. A  la première enquête il n‘avait pas été 
reconnu; il s’en est suivi de nombreuses confusions. La diphtongaison atteint la 
dernière syllabe du mot, mais elle ne se produit que s’il y a un arrêt de la voix, 
grande pause à la fin d‘une phrase, ou bien petite pause à l’intérieur d‘une phrase. 
(Fleisch 1974b: 64)

The transcription used by Fleisch to capture pausal phenomena is, from the perspec-
tive of time, not very coherent, but I chose to still cite the original transcription in the 
examples below.

-CūC (emphatic environment)
GD CowC# ~ CawC# vs. ZD -CåůC# as in kṛåům# (kṛūm) ‘vineyards’ (Fleisch 1974b: 63); 
ṭṛåůḥ# (ṭṛūḥ) ‘she goes’ (Fleisch 1974b: 87)
-CūC (nonemphatic environment)
GD -CəwC# vs. ZD -CaůC# as in ma kàtàbaůš# (ma katabūš) ‘he did not write it’ 
(Fleisch 1974b: 79)

For closed syllables of the type -CūC in emphatic consonantal environments, Fleisch 
describes a  diphthongisation to åů, in which the more prominent vowel å is real-
ised as ‘a postérieur assez reculé’ (Fleisch 1974b: 95) and ů as the equivalent of w, or 
the less prominent vowel (semivowel), which corresponds well with the GD forms 
CowC#  ~ CawC#. Strikingly, Fleisch also tends to transcribe the emphatic features 
not only for (rather synchronically than etymologically) emphatic consonants as ṛ 
in kṛåům # (*kṛm; < OA kurūm) but also for the surrounding consonants as in ṭṛåůḥ # 
for the root *rwḥ (< OA tarūḥ). Fleisch herewith makes a relevant point in the discus-
sion on the phonological status of emphasis as attributed to certain morphemes and 
roots rather than to singular consonants. In nonemphatic surroundings like for the 
root *ktb in ma kàtàbaůš#, Fleisch transcribes the pausal diphthong as aů, where the 
vowel a opposes the backed realisation å. In Gozitan dialects, this type of diphthongi-
sation is even more centralised to ə.

-CīC (emphatic environment)
GD -CoyC# vs. ZD -Cåi̊C# as in mkåṣṣåṛåi̊n# (mkåṣṣåṛīn) ‘broken (PL)’ (Fleisch 1974b: 85); 
ʿå-ṭṭåråi̊ʾ# (ʿå-ṭṭåṛīʾ ) ‘on the street’ (Fleisch 1974b: 87)
-CīC (nonemphatic environment)
GD -CeyC# vs. ZD -Cȩi̊C# as in ktȩi̊r# (ktīr) ‘a lot’ (Fleisch 1974b: 63)
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For closed syllables of the type -CīC in emphatic consonantal environments, Fleisch 
notes a diphthongisation to åi̊, in which again å is backed and rounded—the closest 
realisation of a pausal diphthong to the GD form -CoyC#. Noteworthy is again the ṛ 
that affects the etymologically nonemphatic root *ksr insofar, that Fleisch transcribes 
it as mkåṣṣåṛai̊n# (< OA mukassarīn). Similarly, the emphasis of the root *ṭrq in the 
second example affects the vowel quality of the whole phrase ʿå-ṭṭåråi̊ʾ# (< OA ʕala 
 ṭ-ṭarīq), including the vowel in the preceding preffigated preposition ʿå-. Several 
examples in ZD texts exhibit the emphatic type of diphthongisation transcribed as 
åi̊, despite Fleisch not mentioning it in his description of pausal diphthongisation 
(Fleisch 1974b: 63).

In nonemphatic surroundings like in ktȩi̊r# (*kṯr; < OA kaṯīr), the diphthongisa-
tion in ZD and GD are parallel in the forms -CīC ~ -CeyC#, as the symbol ȩ used by 
Fleisch stands for ‘e ouvert, comme dans frais’ (Fleisch 1974b: 95).

3.2 Open syllables

In the case of open syllables, Fleisch describes a suspension of length and a paradig-
matic pausal diphthongisation but does not mention the emphatic vs. nonemphatic 
split in the realisation of the vowels. Nonetheless, his transcription of the texts re-
corded in Zaḥlé mirrors a split analogical to closed syllables.

-Cu (emphatic environment)
GD -Cow# vs. ZD -Co̧ọ# as in ṭlöʿto̧ọ# ~ ṭḷötu ‘you (PL) went out’  
(Fleisch 1974b: 71)

-Cu (nonemphatic environment)
GD -Cǝw# vs. ZD -Caů# as in šaů# ‘what?’  
(Fleisch 1974b: 64)

For open syllables of the type -Cu, regardless of the consonantal environment, Fleisch 
mostly uses the transcription o̧ọ, in which o̧ represents for him an ‘o ouvert, comme 
dans rosse,’ ọ an ‘o fermé, comme dans rose’ and both together as o̧ọ an ‘indiquent 
une diphtongue’ (Fleisch 1974b: 95). His reasoning in favour of this transcription is 
difficult to encode from the perspective of time, but the examples of emphatic ṭlöʿto̧ọ# 
(*ṭlʕ;  <  OA ṭaḷaʕtū) versus the nonemphatic šaů# (<  OA ʔayyu šayʔin) still indicate 
a rather split realisation of the diphthong.

-Ci (emphatic environment)
GD -Coy# vs. ZD -Cåi̊# as in ṣabwåi̊# ‘my child’ (Fleisch 1974b: 85)

-Ci (nonemphatic environment)
GD -Cey# vs. ZD -Cẹi̊# as in ʾallẹi̊# ‘he told me’ (Fleisch 1974b: 63)
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The split in Fleisch’s transcription is even more striking with regards to open sylla-
bles of the type -Ci, in which the more prominent vowels are represented by å in åi̊ as 
in ṣabwåi̊# (*ṣbw; < OA ṣabiyy) in opposition to ẹ in ẹi̊ as in ʾallẹi̊# (< OA   qāla lī).

4 Conclusion

The recognition of pausal phenomena in general and pausal diphthongisation in 
 Gozitan dialects as presented in this paper specifically poses new challenges on re-
search methodology of dialectology and requires further investigation both in  Gozitan 
and other Arabic dialects. As the research in Gozo has shown so far, methodological 
inconsistencies in fieldwork as well as the bypassing of prosodic impact on the struc-
tures of natural language can lead to rather ambiguous or confusing conclusions. 
Further field research in Lebanon, especially in the region of Zaḥlé, also seems to be 
necessary as the encoding of transcription alone, without available recordings, is not 
up to date in nowadays’ dialectology. As could be shown in the example of Fleisch’s 
pioneering elaboration on pausal diphthongisation, the tradition of transcribing data 
can vary heavily due to the country of origin of the researcher or the current scien-
tific fashion. Therefore, having the possibility to compare the published transcription 
with sound files available for example online as on the SemArch website (Heidel-
berg)1 can make further scientific discourse more dynamic and interactive. The ab-
sence of findings on pausal phenomena in North-African Arabic dialects is striking 
and it would be important to investigate in future as well, especially in that it could 
be a consequence of outdated fieldwork methodology or a lack of awareness of the 
existence of pausal forms themselves.
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